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Resonance emission spectroscopy of predissociating SO 2 C̃„1 1B 2…:
Coupling with a repulsive 1A 1 state near 200 nm

Paresh C. Ray, Michael F. Arendt, and Laurie J. Butler
The James Franck Institute and the Department of Chemistry, The University of Chicago,
Chicago, Illinois 60637

~Received 7 May 1998; accepted 26 June 1998!

This work investigates the predissociativeC̃(11B2) state of SO2 by cooling the SO2 in a pulsed
molecular beam and dispersing the emission upon resonant excitation into several different vibronic
absorption features in theC̃ state between 197 and 212 nm. Unlike at the lower excitation energies,
the dispersed emission spectra at the higher excitation energies are dominated by progressions with
odd quanta in the antisymmetric stretch moden3 and combination bands with up to six quanta in the
bending moden2 . The formidable intensity for emission into vibrational states with odd quanta in
the antisymmetric stretch of the jet-cooled molecule suggests that the intermediate state at high
energies in the excited state is of mixed electronic character at nonsymmetric geometries, so the
operative components of the transition moment for excitation and emission may be different. We
discuss our results by considering the avoided crossing seam and coupling between theC̃(11B2)
state and two dissociative states potentially involved in the electronic predissociation, the 31A1 and
the 13A1 states. ©1998 American Institute of Physics.@S0021-9606~98!02037-6#
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I. INTRODUCTION

The importance of sulfur dioxide (SO2) as an atmo-
spheric trace species, primarily from coal combustion p
cesses, and as a constituent of the atmosphere of Venu
made it the subject of photochemical study for ma
years.1–14 The ground state of SO2 is X̃(1A1) with an equi-
librium O–S–Oangle of 119.5 deg and an equilibrium S–
bond distance of 1.432 Å. The photodissociation react
initiated in the structured electronic absorption band beg
ning near 235 and peaking near 200 nm has been ascrib
predissociation from theC̃(1 1B2) state to produce the
ground-state products SO~3S2!1O(3P).

Katagiri et al.14 reviewed the previous work on SO2 in
the C̃ state in 1997, so we give only a brief account he
Several experimental studies have investigated the ons
predissociation and sought to understand the mechanis
energies near the onset.4–7 Okabe4 first observed absorption
and fluorescence excitation spectra of theC̃←X̃ transition
under bulb conditions at room temperature and show
clearly that the fluorescence intensity drops abruptly for
citation wavelengths below 218.9 to 220.8 nm, while t
strong absorption is maintained with clear vibrational str
ture after 219 nm. The predissociation threshold for
SO~3S2!1O(3P) asymptote was estimated to be located
219 nm ~5.66 eV!, consistent with the dissociation energ
De55.656.01 eV, estimated using thermochemical data.
the other hand, Ebataet al.5 find a lower energy onset for th
predissociation. They observed the laser-induced fluo
cence~LIF! spectrum of jet-cooled SO2 and reported the pre
dissociation threshold at 45 400 cm21 ~220 nm!. Ivanco
et al.7 measured the fluorescence decay curves upon ex
tion in theC̃←X̃ transition of jet-cooled SO2 and argued tha
the onset of the predissociation is located at 218.0 nm, s
5220021-9606/98/109(13)/5221/10/$15.00
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the quantum beat in the fluorescence decay disappears fo
218.0-nm transition.

In the last two decades, several studies8–19 have investi-
gated the mechanism of predissociation of SO2 at both lower
and higher energies in theC̃ state. The interesting feature o
the C̃←X̃ band of SO2 is that vibronic absorption feature
with rotationally resolved structure can be observed e
above the dissociation threshold for the SO~3S2!1O(3P) as-
ymptote located in the middle of the Franck–Condon reg
~235–165 nm!. Freemanet al.9 measured the absorptio
spectrum of theC̃←X̃ band of cold SO2 vapor at 213 K in a
wide range covering the wavelength region between 240
170 nm with high resolution~0.002 nm! and determined the
absolute absorption cross section. The quantum beat
nomena observed by Ivancoet al.7 above 218 nm was as
cribed to the vibronic coupling with nearby vibrational leve
of the electronic ground stateX̃(1 1A1). It was suggested
that the predissociation would proceed via vibronic coupl
with the highly excited quasibound vibrational levels in t
X̃ state. However, a triplet mechanism was supported by
work of Ebataet al.5 The ~3,0,0! absorption band~3 quanta
in symmetric stretch! at the onset of predissociation showe
that the J5K levels of the Q-branch were anomalousl
strong in the fluorescence excitation spectrum, suppor
the hypothesis that SO2 predissociates via a crossing with
triplet state. They also found that the fluorescence lifeti
for the low rotational levels of the bands above 45 600 cm21

was longer than that of the high rotational levels, conclud
that the high rotational levels predissociated faster than
low rotational levels. Vibrational states with two quanta
the antisymmetric stretch in theC̃ state predissociated faste
than those with zero quanta inn3 . Hui et al.6 measured the
fluorescence lifetime of theC̃ state and found that the life
1 © 1998 American Institute of Physics
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5222 J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 109, No. 13, 1 October 1998 Ray, Arendt, and Butler
time is 45 ns at 221 nm and decreases to 8 ns at 215
Katagiri et al.14 greatly extended these measurements,
ducing the predissociation rates from quantum yield m
surements for 30 vibronic levels in theC̃ state between 220
and 200 nm, and showing the predissociation rate incre
roughly exponentially from near a nsec at 215 nm to 10 p
~or 100 psec using linewidth measurements! near 200 nm.
Okazakiet al.12 studied the low energy region of the absor
tion spectrum, tuning into various vibronic features in theC̃
state of SO2, and concluded that the antisymmetric stretchn3

mode served as a promoting mode for the internal conver
to theX̃ state. The vibronic level dependence of the rise ti
of the O atom product was in accord with that of the flu
rescence lifetime, and so they concluded that the predi
ciation proceeds by internal conversion to the ground st
Abe and Hayashi8 investigated the fluorescence quenchi
due to an external magnetic field of theC̃←X̃ vibronic bands
in the energy region below the dissociation threshold a
found some contribution from vibronic mixing between t
C̃ state and a nearby singlet state.

Several studies have detected the photofragments f
SO2 C̃ state predissociation at 193 nm, offering further
sight into the predissociation mechanism operative at
wavelength.10–11,15–17Kawasakiet al.10 measured the trans
lational energy and angular distribution of the SO photofr
ments for the 193 nm photodissociation of SO2 in a molecu-
lar beam; their kinetic energy distribution was further refin
by Felderet al.16 The isotropic angular distribution indicate
the dissociation lifetime was greater than a picosecond
agreement with the estimates from fluorescence stud
However, the high recoil kinetic energies indicated that
dominant dissociation mechanism at 193 nm is via predis
ciation of theC̃ state by a crossing with a repulsive ele
tronic state, not internal conversion to the ground electro
state. Kawasakiet al.10 estimated the barrier to the rever
reaction~the so-called exit barrier!, e.g., barrier energy from
the asymptotic product to the avoided crossing, to be 2
cm21. They attributed the barrier to a crossing with a rep
sive triplet state, although the kinetic energy measurem
are consistent with a mechanism involving a repulsive s
glet state. Based on the distribution of the spin-orbit subl
els of the SO photofragments, Kanamoriet al.11 suggested
that the SO product inv51 and 2 are formed through
crossing with a repulsive triplet state. However, in consid
ing these results, note that the dominant dissociation me
nism can be different at higher excitation energies than at
onset of predissociation. Indeed, if the crossing with a rep
sive singlet state were only accessible at higher energies
the asymptotic product limit, an internal conversion mec
nism or a triplet mechanism could predominate at the low
excitation energies, while dissociation via an avoided cro
ing with a repulsive singlet state could contribute at high
excitation energies.

From the experimental studies above, it is clear that
predissociation mechanism is not so simple. Katagiriet al.14

review the previousab initio work relevant to theC̃ state
predissociation in SO2. There are a number of nearby ele
tronic states which could possibly interact with theC̃ state to
Downloaded 18 Mar 2002 to 128.135.85.148. Redistribution subject to A
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produce SO~3S2!1O(3P) photofragments. Kamiyaet al.’s
ab initio studies13 of the excited states involved in the pre
dissociation of the SO2 C̃(1 1B2) state consider two mecha
nisms, one via spin-orbit coupling to the 23A8 (1 3A1 in
C2v) state at a state crossing and another mechanism v
higher energy avoided crossing with another singlet el
tronic state~which is a repulsive1A1 state inC2v). Although
higher level complete active space self-consistent fi
~CASSCF! and multireference configuration interactio
~MRCI! calculations by Katagiriet al.,14 freezing ther andu
Jacobi coordinates at the equilibrium geometry in the grou
state, quote the crossing to be only narrowly avoided, wit
splitting of less than 20 meV, and thus conclude the sing
mechanism must be a minor one, they do find the splitting
the singlet avoided crossing is as large as 0.1 eV at so
geometries.

In this paper we have investigated the jet-cooled em
sion spectra of predissociating sulfur dioxide from excitati
at energies ranging from the low energy region of theC̃ state
absorption spectrum to the higher energy region near
nm. It has been shown that resonance Raman, or emis
spectroscopy,20–26 is a very powerful technique to examin
the early time photodissociation dynamics of many mole
lar systems.~Here one might be tempted to call the emissi
fluorescence instead of resonance Raman since we tun
laser into vibrational features in theC̃ state, but the lifetimes
decrease rapidly with excitation energy and number
quanta in the antisymmetric stretch, so are already less th
nsec at excitation energies near 47 000 cm21 and 10 to 100
psec near 50 000 cm21.! Heller and co-workers20,21 devel-
oped the early theoretical formalism for the time-depend
resonance and off-resonance Raman process. Kinsey an
workers initiated the experimental work on directly disso
ating molecules22 and have reviewed23 numerous other stud
ies. Since the single excitation wavelength studies of Bra
et al.,27 the only dispersed emission studies on SO2 near 200
nm, those of Yang and Myers,26 were at a fixed wavelength
near 210 nm, obtained by anti-Stokes shifting in H2 the
Nd:YAG fourth harmonic, and thus did not offer the poss
bility of tuning even into one resonance. This paper seek
understand how the predissociation depends on the excita
energy and on the character of the vibronic level acces
Thus we tune the energy of the excitation light into ni
different vibronic features in the absorption spectrum b
tween 212 and 197 nm and probe the early dynamics
measuring the emission spectrum from the predissocia
molecules. ~We also present one off-resonance emiss
spectrum in this energy region.!

II. EXPERIMENT

To obtain the excitation wavelengths between 197 a
212 nm, we used the doubled output of a Quantel YG 581
Nd:YAG laser, with a pulse duration of 20 ns and pul
energy of 350 mJ, to pump a Lambda Physik F13002 d
laser at 20 Hz. The dye laser, tuned between 592 and 636
within the lasing range of Rhodamine 590, Rhodamine 6
Rhodamine 640, and DCM dyes, gives pulse energies
tween 30 and 40 mJ. An intercavity etalon reduces the ba
IP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp
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5223J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 109, No. 13, 1 October 1998 Ray, Arendt, and Butler
width to 0.05 cm21. We calibrate the dye laser with a Fish
Scientific Mg/Ne optogalvanic hollow cathode lamp. T
output of the dye laser is then doubled in frequency
second-harmonic generation in a potassium-dihydro
phosphate~KDP! crystal. After separating the visible an
ultraviolet ~UV! light with a dichroic beam splitter, the po
larization of the visible light is rotated by a half-wave pla
and then spatially recombined with the visible light with a
other dichroic beam splitter. The recombined light is th
passed through a BBO crystal which generates the 1
212-nm beam~approximately 100–150mJ pulse! via sum-
frequency mixing of the visible with the frequency-doubl
ultraviolet light.

The frequency-tripled output~197–212 nm! of the dye
laser is first spatially separated from the residual visible
ultraviolet light with a Pellin-Broca prism and then pass
through a stainless steel vacuum chamber where it photo
sociates the SO2 molecules. The neat SO2 beam~99.5% pu-
rity, Matheson! is expanded at a stagnation pressure of 6
Torr through an IOTA-1 pulsed molecular beam valve with
0.5-mm-diameter orifice. A standard broad range ion ga
is used to monitor the total chamber pressure prior to
during sample introduction. Ultimate background press
within the chamber, pre sample introduction, is appro
mately 8.031027 Torr. When the pulse molecular beam
operated at 20 Hz, the average pressure in the chamber
to approximately 131025 Torr and it remains constant du
ing the experiment. The pulsed molecular beam valve is t
gered sufficiently prior to theQ-switch of the YAG laser so
as to assure that the valve has reached its maximum o
position prior to interaction with light approximately 1 cm
from the valve tip. The pulsed valve is allowed to rema
open for 200ms, assuring a well developed gas pulse. T
laser pulse crosses the gas pulse about 100ms after the lead-
ing edge of the gas pulse. Timing of the gas pulse with
tripled laser output is monitored using a homemade phot
ode and Beam Dynamics fast ion gauge.

The emitted light from the predissociating SO2 mol-
ecules is collimated, passed through a depolarizing we
optic, and imaged onto the entrance slit~75 mm! of a
Spectra-Pro 0.275 m spectrometer. The light is then
persed by a 1200 grooves/mm Milton Roy holographic gr
ing onto an EG&G 1455-B-700 HQ optical multichann
analyzer~OMA!, which consists of an 18-mm photodiod
array of 700 pixels, covering a 50-nm-wide emission sp
trum. We give the dispersed emission spectra only to a
man shift of 5000 cm21 in this paper, as the spectra do n
have unambiguous assignments at larger Raman shifts.
resolution of the OMA is limited by the grating, path lengt
and intensifier resolution~3 pixels! to 75 cm21. The detector
is cooled to a temperature of230 °C and the intensifier is
gated by an amplified transistor–transistor logic pulse tha
synchronized to the laser with a set delay from the Nd:YA
Q-switch. The OMA intensifier is ‘‘on’’ for only 200 ns
around each laser pulse, so as to reduce the background
from dark current in the photodiode array. The OMA is co
nected to an IBM-compatible computer which collects a
displays the data. Each scan is collected for 100 s at 20
or approximately 2000 laser shots per scan. The spe
Downloaded 18 Mar 2002 to 128.135.85.148. Redistribution subject to A
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shown here are the sum of 75 scans or 150 000 laser s
The calibration of the spectrometer grating position is fi
tuned in these spectra with the literature values of the~0,1,0!
and ~0,0,1! bands of SO2 at 517 and 1364 cm21.

III. RESULTS AND ANALYSIS

Jet-cooled resonance emission spectra of SO2 excited at
the vacuum wavelengths 197.7, 198.9, 201.8, 203.6,
204.4 are presented in Fig. 1, and the resonance emis
spectra excited at the vacuum wavelengths 205.1, 20
210.6, and 211.5 nm are presented in Fig. 2. Figure 3 sh
the emission spectrum obtained when you excite the S2

off-resonance in this wavelength region, at 208.7 nm~off-
resonance!. The excitation energy for each emission spe
trum is converted to reciprocal centimeter units, properly
counting for the air to vacuum correction, and given in t
top right of each emission spectrum. Band assignments
given as the number of quanta in the modesn1 , n2 , andn3 ,
corresponding, respectively, to the symmetric stretch, be
and antisymmetric stretch vibrational modes in the final el
tronic ground state. Assignments in Figs. 1–3 by A. Mer
private communication, are based on extrapolating prog
sions from the assigned infrared transitions in Sheltonet al.28

and the assigned dispersed emission bands by Brandet al.27

Note that the resonances we are tuning into in the exc
state for each of the emission spectra have not been assi
in this energy region of theC̃ state; Katagiriet al.14 discuss
some of the difficulties involved, such as a strong Fer
resonance betweenn18 and 2n38 and the possible appropriate
ness of switching to assignments in terms of feature stat

The emission spectra reported here at excitation ener
near the 200-nm absorption band are markedly different t
the dispersed emission spectra recorded by other worke
lower excitation energies in the predissociativeC̃ state of
SO2. This is evidence suggesting a distinct change in
predissociation dynamics in the excited state at high exc
tion energies as compared to low excitation energies. At
excitation energies, the emission spectra of Yang a
Myers26 at 234.9 and 223.1 nm~an excitation energy jus
below the onset of predissociation! evidence strong progres
sions inn2 and combination bandsn11n2n2 , but very little
activity in n3 . ~Their spectrum reported at 208.9 nm is n
on-resonance with an absorption feature.! Brand et al.27 re-
port the only emission spectrum at a higher excitation
ergy, from the 210.0-nm line of Zn~II !. That spectrum still
shows strong bands involvingn1 and n2 as well as combi-
nation bandsn1n11n2n2 , but also shows a significant pro
gression innn3 and combination bands with both even a
odd quanta in the antisymmetric moden3 . The lower two of
our spectra in Fig. 2, bottom, at excitation energies near
of Brand, also evidence progressions in puren1 andn2 , and,
like Brand, show considerable activity in combination ban
of these with one quanta inn3 . The only reported emission
spectra at higher excitation energies~from 198 to 205 nm! in
Fig. 2 top and in Fig. 1, however, show a marked change
which emission features dominate; in those spectra the ba
involving n1 become increasingly less important with in
creasing excitation energy and the bands with odd quant
IP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp
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FIG. 1. Dispersed emission spectrum
of predissociating SO2 excited at
50 567 cm21 ~197.7 nm!, ~top!; 50 262
cm21 ~198.9 nm!; 49 540 cm21 ~201.8
nm!; 49 102 cm21 ~203.6 nm!; and
48 909 cm21 ~204.4 nm!, ~bottom!.
The assignment of the final state vibra
tional character in theX̃ state follows
the notation of Ref. 27, wheren1 is the
number of quanta in the symmetri
stretch mode (n1), n2 is the number of
quanta in the bend mode (n2), andn3

is the number of quanta in the antisym
metric stretch mode (n3). Peaks are la-
beled according to the conventio
(n1 ,n2 ,n3).
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n3 become increasingly more important. The spectra e
dence emission into progressions inn2 , the bending mode
both puren2 , and in combination with one quanta inn3 , the
antisymmetric stretching mode. The relative contribution
the puren2 progression versus then2 progression in combi-
nation with 1 quanta ofn3 changes rapidly with excitation
energy. The puren2 progression is of comparable intensity
the combination band progression at the lowest of these
excitation energies~Fig. 2 top spectrum, 48 742 cm21, 205
nm! but the progression inn2 in combination with 1 quanta
in n3 gains in importance as the excitation energy nears
nm, and dominates the 198 nm spectrum in Fig. 1, t
Clearly the dynamics in the excited state is very much d
ferent at higher excitation energies near 200 nm than nea
predissociation onset of 219 nm. While at all excitation e
ergies the spectra show considerable activity in the be
showing the molecule is sampling regions of the excited s
surface which are considerably removed from the Fran
Condon region in the bend normal coordinate, at the hig
Downloaded 18 Mar 2002 to 128.135.85.148. Redistribution subject to A
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excitation energies the spectra also evidence an increas
dominant contribution from motion in the antisymmetr
stretch normal coordinate,q3 , on the excited state surface
The activity in the bend and in at least the even quanta
antisymmetric stretch are in apparent accord withab initio
calculations14 and literature experimental values of the eq

librium bond distances and bond angles in theX̃ andC̃ states
of SO2. The equilibrium S–O bond distance for the grou
state is 1.468 Å~experimental determined value is 1.43 Å!
and the O–S–Obond angle is 122 deg~experimental value is

119.5 deg!. In the C̃ state the two S–O equilibrium bon
distances are different, 1.518~experimental27~b! value 1.491!
and 1.835~experimental27~b! value 1.639 Å! respectively, and
the bond angle is 108.3 deg~experimental27~b! value 103.75
deg!. In the next paragraph we consider in detail the appe

ance of emission features with both even and odd quant

n3 in the progressions involving antisymmetric stretching,
IP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp
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FIG. 2. Dispersed emission spectrum
of predissociating SO2 excited at
48 742 cm21 ~205.1 nm! ~top!; 47 628
cm21 ~209.9 nm!; 47 409 cm21 ~210.6
nm!; and 47 267 cm21 ~211.5 nm!,
~bottom!. The assignment of the fina
state vibrational character in theX̃
state follows the notation of Ref. 27
where n1 is the number of quanta in
the symmetric stretch mode (n1), n2 is
the number of quanta in the bend mod
(n2), and n3 is the number of quanta
in the antisymmetric stretch mode
(n3). Peaks are labeled according t
the convention (n1 ,n2 ,n3).
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it gives key information on why the excited state dynam
changes at the higher excitation energies.

The conclusion one can draw from the appearance
emission bands with odd quanta inn39 are the same whethe
the emission process is more accurately described as flu
cence or, because of the picosecond predissociation t
near 200 nm and the long coherence time of the excita
laser, as resonance Raman. Let us now consider the me
nisms that can lead to the appearance of emission into
quanta in the antisymmetric stretch which are as strong
or, in some spectra, stronger than the emission into ba
with even quanta inn39 . At low excitation energies, Myers
and Yang26 do observe a small emission feature into t
fundamental inn3 . They state in their paper ‘‘Strong trans
tions in the nominally forbidden odd quanta ofn3 were also
observed in the resonance fluorescence spectra of B
et al., who suggested a possible explanation involving stro
Downloaded 18 Mar 2002 to 128.135.85.148. Redistribution subject to A
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FIG. 3. Dispersed emission spectrum of predissociating SO2 excited off-
resonance at 47 902 cm21 ~208.7 nm!.
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Coriolis coupling in the excited electronic state.’’ We ne
to now analyze the assumptions numerous workers m
when they term these transitions ‘‘nominally forbidden,’’
they are plainly strong in both our and Brandet al.’s spec-
trum. The first thing to note is that the mechanism for em
sion into odd quanta ofn3 becoming allowed is certainly no
Coriolis coupling, since our jet-cooled spectra show
emission into odd quanta inn3 as strong as in Brand’s rota
tionally state-selected (JK21 ,K1

5111,10 in the intermediate
excited state! spectra at similar excitation energies. Worke
term the emission into odd quanta inn3 ‘‘nominally forbid-
den’’ because, like NO2,

29 O3,
30 and H2S,31 SO2 has C2v

symmetry in the ground state. The first derivative of the u
per state potential with respect toq3 must vanish in the
Franck–Condon region~indeed, theC̃ state potential has a
double minimum at nonsymmetric geometries! and reso-
nance Raman~or fluorescence! bands inn3 develop because
the shape of the potential in excited states alongq3 differs
from that in the ground state. In a wavepacket picture,
dynamics can spread and bifurcate the wavepacket in
intermediate excited state, but it cannot develop anoverall
non-C2v symmetry ~e.g., amplitude near one of the tw
double minima must be matched in absolute value by am
tude near the other!. One must consider the globa
symmetry32,33 of the excited electronic configuration stat
the fact that the equilibrium geometry in the1B2 configura-
tion state is atCs geometries is irrelevant to the selectio
rules. We outline below how the commonly stated rule t
only even quanta in antisymmetric stretching modes are
lowed relies on the implicit assumption that the same co
ponent of the transition moment is operative for both the
transition ~absorption! and the down transition~emission!.
~Note: The rule also typically relies on separating the ro
tional wavefunction from the vibronic one.!

Tannor32 has explicitly considered in a time-depende
picture the case of resonance Raman scattering into fina
brational eigenstates in the ground state with odd quant
an antisymmetric mode, such as then3 mode in SO2. One
can reproduce the same ideas in a time-independent for
ism. In the Kramers–Heisenberg–Dirac expression for
spontaneous resonance Raman scattering amplitude in
particular final statef in the ground electronic state, on
writes,

a f i~v I !5(
n

^ f umdown•eSun&^numup•eI u i &
Ei1\v I2En2 i\G

Analysis of the up transition matrix element^numup•eI u i & and
the down transition matrix element^ f umdown•eSun&, in terms
of symmetry constraints, proceeds the same for resona
Raman and dispersed fluorescence34 ~although for the latter
you square each separately!. In principle, you need to write
each initial stateui&, final stateuf&, and intermediate stateun&
as a wavefunction with rotational, vibrational, and electro
parts and couplings. We now assume you can separate
into a product of a rotational part and a vibronic part, us
the simplified notation forun& of u(r )n(ve)n&, making the
assumption that Coriolis coupling can be neglected. We
factor out the rotational matrix elements of the operators
Downloaded 18 Mar 2002 to 128.135.85.148. Redistribution subject to A
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transform the ‘‘up’’ and ‘‘down’’ transition moments from
space-fixed to the more convenient body-fixed coordina
respectively.~Note: This leads to different rotational sele
tion rules for up/down transitions that both use the sa
body-fixed component of the transition moment as compa
to the selection rules for up/down transitions that use diff
ent components of the transition moment.! The strongly al-
lowed ‘‘up transition’’ matrix element from the~0,0,0! vibra-
tional eigenstate in theA1 ground state would be via ab2

component of the transition moment and would be of
form,

^~ve!numup,body-fixedu~ve! i&5^a1B2ub2ua1A1&.

while Tannor32 would also allow the nominally forbidden bu
vibronically allowed34 up transition using ana1 component
of the dipole operator,

^~ve!numup,body-fixedu~ve! i&5^b2B2ua1ua1A1&.

If the former is followed by an electronically forbidden bu
vibronically allowed emission step~i.e., ^b2A1ua1ua1B2&) or
the latter is followed by an electronically allowed emissi
step,^b2A1ub2ub2B2&, so the up and down transitions hav
used different components of the transition moment in e
two-step process, then one can have odd quanta in the
symmetric stretch mode in the final state in the ground st
Of course, Brandet al.27 and others35 considered exactly this
in the analysis of their spectra, but Brandet al. discarded it
as a possibility because the emission into bands with
quanta inn39 were just as strong as the emission into ban
with even quanta inn39 . One can easily see from the a
signed regions of the absorption spectrum12 that the up tran-
sition is dominated by the contribution from th
^a1B2ub2ua1A1& matrix element, and so Brandet al. did not
expect any bands~the oddn3 ones in this case! in the dis-
persed emission spectrum requiring an electronically forb
den but vibronically allowed absorption or emission step
be competitive with the fully electronically allowed emissio
into states with even quanta inn39 .27 Their paper notes tha
since their spectra evidence comparable intensities in b
even and odd final states, they discounted ‘‘the possibi
that the odd-n39 bands belonged to a vibronically allowe
subsystem of this strong electronic transition.’’

We now propose a mechanism by which both the
sorption and the emission step reaching states with
quanta inn39 could be strongly allowed, and thus competitiv
with the bands with even quanta inn39 . Consider the case
where the resonant intermediate scattering eigenstateun& is
strongly mixed in character; we will write it as ‘‘mixed
b2A1 /a1B2 ,’’ but that the electronic character is largelyB2

in the Franck–Condon region of the excited state at geo
etries near the symmetric equilibrium ground-state geome
Then the dominant matrix element for the absorption s
would be^mixeda1B2 /b2A1ub2ua1A1&. Then, if the interme-
diate scattering eigenstate includes amplitude at very dif
ent geometries on the excited state potential energy surf
where the electronic configuration is an admixture of t
ones havingB2 and A1 symmetry inC2v , there would be
two allowed emission steps,^a1A1ub2u mixed a1B2 /b2A1&
leading to even quanta inn39 and ^b2A1ua1u mixed
IP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp
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a1B2 /b2A1& leading to odd quanta inn39 . ~We boldface the
component of the mixed intermediate state which makes
transition strong in each case. This mechanism requires
A1 electronic character in the intermediate state to hav
strongly allowed electronic transition via thea1 component
of the transition moment to theA1 ground electronic state
but SO2 does indeed have such a1A1 excited state energeti
cally proximate to the1B2 state at some geometries.13,14 In
Sec. IV below we argue that because the state with electr
configuration corresponding to the 11B2 state mixes and
splits with a repulsive electronic configuration state of1A1

symmetry at an avoided curve crossing atCs geometries
along the S–O bond fission reaction coordinate, that this p
vides an adiabat with exactly the mixed electronic chara
required of the intermediate scattering state to observe st
emission into vibrational states with odd quanta inn39 .

It is worth looking at the spectra once more to see if th
support the ideas presented thus far. We have shown
emission into final states with odd quanta inn39 can
have comparable intensity to emission into final sta
with even quanta inn39 , but if the odd quanta occur via
^b2A1ua1u mixed a1B2 /b2A1& emission step and the eve
quanta occur via âa1A1ub2u mixed a1B2 /b2A1& emission
step, we would expect some systematic differences in
odd-n39 versus even-n39 intensities in the spectra. Indeed,
the top three spectra in Fig. 1, one only sees strong emis
bands with odd (n51) quanta inn39 , while at the excitation
energies for the bottom two spectra in Fig. 1, one sees c
siderable emission into bands with both odd (n51) and even
(n52) quanta inn3 . The emission into odd quanta inn39
have a higher intensity at the higher excitation energies,
dicating that the contribution ofb2A1 character in the inter-
mediate scattering eigenstate at the three highest excita
energies in Fig. 1 must be relatively strong. Clearly, the
mixture~into the nominal1B2 excited state! at nonsymmetric
geometries of an excited electronic configuration that is1A1

in symmetry inC2v geometries is more significant in th
scattering eigenstates at higher excitation energies near
than at lower excitation energies near 210 nm, and is vi
ally absent in the intermediate scattering states excited a
longer wavelengths probed in Myers and Yang’s26 emission
spectra.

IV. DISCUSSION

A. Predissociation mechanism near 200 nm

Most theoretical and experimental studies of SO2’s C̃
state predissociation concur that internal conversion to
ground electronic state is the dominant predissocia
mechanism near the onset of the predissociation. Howe
some experimental studies support the coexistence of a
dissociation mechanism via a repulsive triplet state of3A1

symmetry inC2v , while theoretical studies also offer th
possibility of a predissociation via a repulsive singlet state
1A1 symmetry inC2v . The experimental evidence for th
triplet channel is not all consistent, however. Kawas
et al.10 attributes the high kinetic energy distribution of th
SO1O products from the 193-nm photodissociation to
exit barrier, proposing that the crossing with the repuls
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triplet invoked by Kanamoriet al.11 would provide such a
potential with such an exit barrier. However, Ebataet al.5

present evidence for intersystem crossing they also bel
consistent with Kanamori’s results, but occurring near
onset of predissociation, contradicting a 2500-cm21 exit bar-
rier.

Let us now analyze the dominant electronic characte
these excited states of SO2 in the vertical region and a
stretched S–O bond distances.~Note that avoided crossing
also occur as theO–S–Obond angle is changed.! We will
use that background to ascertain what our emission spe
are telling us. The CASSCF and more accurate MRCI pot
tial energy curves of Katagiriet al.14 are shown in Fig. 4
~top! and ~bottom!, respectively, as a function of the Jaco
coordinateR. We care about the orbital character of the co
figuration states at the singlet avoided crossing because
emission spectra evidence a signature from configuration
teraction mixing with an optically bright~transition to the
ground electronic state! 1A1 electronic configuration. The
2 1A8/3 1A8 avoided crossing inCs geometry atR54.3a0 in
Fig. 4 ~top! and atR54.4a0 in Fig. 4 ~bottom! is formed
from a curve crossing between the1B2 configuration state
and a repulsive1A1 configuration state. Figure 4~top! shows
that the repulsive1A1 configuration state is not the 31A8

FIG. 4. ~Top! CASSCF potential energy curves adapted from Ref. 14 for
low-lying electronic states of SO2 involved in the photodissociation via the
C̃ state, plotted as a function of the Jacobi coordinateR, with g5120° and
r 52.706a0 . ~bottom! More accurate MRCI curves from Ref. 14. Note th
the energetics of the SO1O asymptotes in the CASSCF calculation a
terrible, as noted by those authors.~Adapted from Ref. 14, Copyright 1997
with permission from Elsevier Science.!
IP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp
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(521A1) in the vertical region, but rather corresponds to
higher 1A1 configuration state in the vertical region@since
there are again avoided configuration crossings between
3 1A8 and the 41A8 states apparent in Fig. 4~top!#. Table I
shows our GAUSSIAN 94 calculations36 of the oscillator
strengths to theC̃ 1B2 , 2 1A1 , and 31A1 states at the verti-
cal geometry. Indeed, the 31A1 state~the one that appears t
have the same orbital character as that of the repulsive
glet state involved in the avoided crossing with theC̃ state at
nonsymmetric geometries! has considerable oscillato
strength, comparable to that of theC̃ state. This is thus the
only candidate, and a consistent one, for theA1 configuration
state which is making the emission to odd-n39 in our emis-
sion spectra so strong for excitation energies near 200
~the repulsive triplet state would not have a strongly allow
optical transition to the singlet ground state!.

The data and analysis presented thus far provide the
strong experimental evidence for the predissociation mec
nism of theC̃ state via the repulsive1A1 state of SO2. Let us
review. The detailed analysis of our emission spectra in S
III above showed that at excitation energies near 200 nm
nominalC̃ 1B2 state of SO2 evidenced coupling to an excite
electronic state that hasA1 character inC2v . We showed
that this must be an admixture of such a bright state into
resonant scattering wavefunction on the 21A8 adiabatic sur-
face (C̃ 1B2 in C2n) that made the emission into final stat
with odd quanta inn39 allowed. We propose that this1A1

configuration making the emission step bright is the rep
sive 1A1 configuration state that undergoes an avoided e
tronic curve crossing with theC̃ 1B2 state as shown in Fig. 4
That contribution to the emission is small near the onse
predissociation and moderate near the 210-nm excita
wavelengths, but strong near 200 nm. Our excitation ene
dependence implies the avoided crossing seam betwee
1B2 and the repulsive1A1 configuration states when they m
and split at non-C2v geometries is accessed only at t
higher excitation energies near 200 nm. Now we will look
what furtherab initio evidence there is on the singlet avoid
crossing seam.

Figure 5 shows Katagiriet al.’s calculated crossing
seams~varying theR and g Jacobi coordinates! when one
S–O bond length is fixed at 2.706a0 between theC̃ state and
the repulsive1A1 and3A1 states at non-C2v geometries. The
avoided crossing pseudoseam between the 21A8 and 31A8
singlet surfaces is at somewhat higher energies than the
let seam, suggesting the predissociation mechanism via

TABLE I. GAUSSIAN 94calculations~Ref. 36! of the1B2 and lowest two1A1

excited states of SO2 using the equilibrium ground-state geometry
Herzberg (RS–O51.4319 Å, OSO angle5119.5°). The configuration inter
action with single excitations~CIS! ab initio calculations~with a restricted
Hartree–Fock reference determinant! were done with a 6-3111G* basis.

Electronic state
Vertical excitation energy

~eV! Oscillator strength

C̃ 1B2 6.9319 0.1336
2 1A1 9.9016 0.0290
3 1A1 10.5488 0.1625
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repulsive singlet would turn on at higher excitation energ
than the predissociation via the repulsive triplet~at lower
excitation energies, they conclude that internal conversio
the ground state is the predominant predissociation me
nism!. They largely discount the repulsive singlet mech
nism because they find the singlet avoided crossing is o
very narrowly avoided, only by 20 meV atg5120°. How-
ever, let us consider exciting the molecule around 190 or
nm near the peak of the SO2 absorption spectrum. One ca
crudely think of the dynamics as being represented by st
ing a classical trajectory from the Franck–Condon reg
shown by the solid dot in Fig. 5. The force the molecule fe
in the Franck–Condon region drives the classical trajecto
both to smallerg and to largerR, consistent with the activity
in the bend and inn3 in our emission spectra excited ne
200 nm. Assuming the concurrent changes in the bound S
internuclear distancer does not change the forces alongR
andg too much, such a group of trajectories would reach
avoided crossing seam at angles near 100°, where Kat
et al. find the avoided crossing is more strongly avoided,
large as 0.1 eV nearg590°. In a two-state Landau–Zene
model, such a splitting at the avoided crossing of 800 cm21

is large enough to allow a significant fraction of the traje
tories to evolve adiabatically through the avoided cross
~although the probability of a diabatic traversal of th
avoided crossing, where the wavefunction retains the pa
1B2 orbital configuration and the nuclear dynamics hops
the bonding region on the 31A8 potential energy surface
~PES! as it traverses the avoided crossing, is not negligib!.
Thus the portion of the time-independent scattering wa
function excited near 200 nm that corresponds to the a
batic traversal of the avoided crossing by necessity deve
50/50 character of the repulsive1A1 orbital configuration at
the avoided crossing seam, and we propose it is this cha
ter in the mixed state that allows the strong emission i
odd-n39 in our emission spectra excited near 200 nm.

FIG. 5. A contour map of Katagiriet al.’s MRCI potential energy surface
for the 21A8 state (5C̃ 1B2 in the Frank–Condon region!. The thick broken
lines show the singlet pseudoseam formed by the avoided crossing wit
repulsive singlet state that has1A1 symmetry inC2v . The thin broken line
shows the crossing seam with the repulsive triplet state that has3A1 sym-
metry in C2v . The solid dot shows the Franck–Condon point for theC̃

←X̃ transition fromX̃(0,0,0). ~Reproduced from Ref. 14, Copyright 1997
with permission from Elsevier Science.!
IP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp
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Thus, our spectra offer the first strong experimental e
dence for the opening of a predissociation channel via
avoided crossing with a repulsive singlet state. It may w
be that some of the photofragments in Kawasakiet al.’s10

photodissociation experiment at 193 nm result from this p
dissociation mechanism. Their measured photofragmen
netic energy distribution indicated recoil on a potential e
ergy surface with a 2500-cm21 exit barrier as measured from
the SO~3S2!1O(3P) asymptote. If one adds the 9700 cm21

energy of the singlet avoided crossing pseudoseam~esti-
mated by Katagiriet al.! to the 45 400 cm21 value for the
onset of predissociation~as a measure of the asymptote
energy!, one would conclude that the pseudoseam is
above being energetically allowed at 193 nm. Either the
ergetics of the MRCI calculations are in error by seve
tenths of an eV or we are sensitive to the admixing of
singlet repulsive configuration into the1B2 electronic con-
figuration even at energies below the true avoided cros
~this is actually to be expected!. Finally, we note that be-
cause the predissociation mechanism via the repulsive tr
is to an optically dark state, the opening of this mechani
presumably at somewhat lower excitation energies, is
probed in our emission spectrum.

There is one difficult point one must consider when o
discusses the component of the transition moment whic
bright in the emission spectrum for even or oddn39. We
have invoked bothA1 and B2 electronic character at th
avoided crossing seam, where the mixed character sim
results from the configuration interaction between electro
configurations that undergo an avoided crossing. Howe
we have been labeling the two contributions to the electro
character~and the components of the dipole moment for t
transition from each to the ground electronic state! with glo-
bal C2v symmetry labels, even though the crossing is o
avoided at nonsymmetric geometries. This is only correct
symmetrical molecules like H2S, SO2, and NO2. Using the
C2v symmetry label to describe the electronic character o
wavefunction even when it samples distorted nonsymme
geometries is described in detail in Refs. 32 and 33.@One
identifies the full symmetry ofce(r ,R) with Sce(r ,R)
5De(S)ce(r ,R), whereS is some symmetry operation be
longing to the point group of the molecule~in this caseC2v)
andDe(S) is the character in the irreducible representation
which ce(r ,R) belongs, butS does not have the same effe
on electrons and nuclei. Tannor describes that ifS is a re-
flection operation,S reflects the electrons through an appr
priate reflection plane while it reflects and then permu
back the nuclei.# We only add here that it is not, as Ref. 3
implies, applicable to Born–Oppenheimer electronic wa
functions, but only to diabatic electronic wavefunctions~at
least diabatic with respect to orbital changes that mix orbi
of different globalC2v symmetry!. One can easily see this b
considering the upperb2 orbital of the valence excited stat
(A2 in C2v) of H2S depicted in Fig. 5 of Ref. 31. One ca
easily identify the globalC2v symmetry of this orbital, even
at nonsymmetric geometries, using the prescription abo
but in the Born–Oppenheimer electronic wavefunction wh
the upper orbital is from a mixed Rydberg/valence electro
state at nonsymmetric geometries one cannot.@The upper
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orbital in the RydbergB1 electronic configuration has globa
a1 symmetry, so the upper orbital is mixed at nonsymme
geometries and no longer has aC2v global symmetry~the
lower orbital in both electronic configurations is an out-o
planep orbital on the sulfur atom, so isb1)#. However, the
upper orbitals and common lower orbital in both the Rydbe
and the valence diabatic electronic configuration each h
identifiable globalC2v symmetry, thus we apply the globa
C2v symmetry labels only to the component diabatic char
ter in a mixed Born–Oppenheimer wavefunction, not to t
whole Born–Oppenheimer electronic wavefunction.

B. Future work

Two key measurements are suggested by the results
ported here. First, if the absorption and the emission st
utilize two different components of the transition moment f
the odd-n39 bands, but the same component of the transit
moment for the even-n39 bands, the angular distribution an
the polarization of the emitted photons should be differ
for the odd-n39 versus the even-n39 bands if the predissocia
tion times are short enough to limit the smearing from m
lecular rotation.32,37–39Tannor32 has discussed this in som
detail for SO2, and Harriset al.39 and Butleret al.37 have
considered an analogous situation where they also cons
potential interference terms in the resonance Raman sca
ing process~but only if the absorption step is also bright wit
both components of the transition moment!. We plan to pur-
sue this polarization measurement on SO2 near 200-nm ex-
citation wavelengths. Second, a more difficult experimen
pursue, because of the dearth of high power tunable l
sources in this wavelength range, is the tunable photofr
mentation of SO2 from 210 through 180 nm to detect th
opening of the predissociation channel via the repulsive
glet. We also hope to interest our theoretical colleagues
the multisurface resonance Raman scattering calculatio
SO2 near 200 nm, as it offers the chance to probe avoid
crossings via the appearance of what workers have tradit
ally called ‘‘nominally forbidden’’ transitions, but which are
in fact fully allowed due to configuration interaction at a
avoided electronic curve crossing.
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